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Your city never sleeps. Because you simply won’t let that happen. You’re out to conquer the streets at night with your friends, 
making sure there’s plenty of fun to be had. The streets are your stage. The skyline your backdrop. Take your MINI for a spin, 
and bring your ideas to the city. Be bold and colourful. That is your style. A life less ordinary.
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Men’s SOUND Jacket
The city is yours to conquer. Make a classic fashion statement with the Sound 
Jacket. Its laidback design with accents in Lime Punch, a driver-friendly sleeve 
design, and Glam Jack lining simply rocks. Handy pockets provide plenty of 
space for your bits and pieces, and the detachable hood will protect you from 
everything that comes from above. And the mix of nylon, cotton, and polyester 
ensures perfect comfort.

S–XXL/80 12 2 294 661–665

Men’s SPEAKERS T-Shirt
Retro design T-shirt with speaker stack motif 
and “Sound of MINI” print in black, with 
Lime Punch accents on the collar and hem. 
100% cotton.

S-XXL/80 14 2 294 621-625

MINI by Puma Alwyn Mid Men Black
For further information please see page 38.

EU: 38-46/80 23 2 296 391-399

Men’s SOUND Sweat Jacket
Chill out in style and listen to music with this quality hooded 
jacket. Laidback design with accents in Lime Punch, grey 
and silvertone. With large “Sound of MINI” wordmark on 
the back and pockets with Lime Punch Lining. 
80% cotton, 20% polyester.

S-XXL/80 14 2 294 656-660Men’s Show T-Shirt
T-shirt with trendy discharge “Show” print on the front and black 
“Sound of MINI” wordmark on the right hem. Works exceedingly 
well with jeans and sneakers. 100% cotton.

S-XXL/80 14 2 294 631-635
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MEN’S MUSIC BUSINESS SHIRT
Even more drive for your business day: stylish chambray shirt with 
neutral button-down collar and MINI badge on the chest. White 
collar lining, with “Sound of MINI” wordmark and Bonnet Stripes; 
reversible cuffs with Lime Punch accents. This shirt will also make 
you look great at any after-work party. 100% cotton.

S–XXL/80 12 2 294 651–655

GLAM JACK Tie
Perfect Brit Pop style: elegant tie with tonal 
Union Jack print and lining in Lime Punch.
100% polyester.

80 16 2 294 717

Sunglasses Peter
For further information please see page 42.

80 25 2 218 774

Men’s Festival T-Shirt
Cool T-shirt with neon colour block print and “Sound of MINI” word-
mark in black. Coloured accents along the collar and hem. Perfect for 
unforgettable festival adventures with your MINI, your sound and your 
friends. 100% cotton.

S-XXL/80 14 2 294 626-630

Men’s trench coat
You are multi-talented and have the same expectations from your constant 
companion. This trench coat provides excellent functionality in any kind of 
weather, and will play out its strengths 24/7. Its pleasant length and Union Jack 
lining will fit in seamlessly with your style. A perfect piece not just for a sporty, 
elegant business look, but also for undercover action at night. All buttons have 
a glossy finish and lasered logo. 53% cotton, 34% polyester, 13% nylon.

S-XXL/80 12 2 208 843-847

MINI by Puma WEEKENDER BAG
For further information please see page 48.

80 22 2 296 411

UNISEX SOUND BELT
Eye-catching must-have belt in Lime Punch with black 
safety-belt buckle and embossed “Sound of MINI” lettering. 
Black “Since 1959” print next to the buckle. 
Dimensions: 125 cm x 8 cm.

One Size/80 16 2 294 713
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Men’s SPEED POLO SHIRT
This classic “Sound of MINI” piece has a 
“MINI since 1959” badge at chest level, fast 
bonnet stripes under the collar and Lime 
Punch accents. Perfect for hitting the limelight. 
100% cotton.

S-XXL/80 14 2 294 641-645

Men’s Sound T-Shirt
There’s no better way of saying it: the MINI 
sound has been around since 1959! Distressed 
look with tonal triangle print and “Sound since 
1959” slogan in silvertone metallic foil with 
a tape design. 100% cotton.

S-XXL/80 14 2 294 636-640

Men’s Glam Jack
Longsleeve
A rocking longsleeved T-shirt, MINI style. 
Glam Jack print with metallic silvertone 
during a night and “Sound of MINI” slogan. 
The bonnet stripes on the neck tape and 
seams a night in Lime Punch provide 
additional accents. 100% cotton.

S-XXL/80 14 2 294 646-650

UNISEX SOUND LAPEER HAT
This will keep your ears warm and make a great accessory in winter – 
or in a club. This stylish hat has fur-fabric side flaps for warmth and 
a “Sound since 1959” motto in Lime Punch along with a MINI badge. 
With rip closure to weather even the stormiest party nights. 
Exterior: 100% nylon. Lining: 100% fur fabric.

One Size/80 16 2 294 712

UNISEX SOUND CAP
This cap pays no mind to British understatement. It 
will however help you stand out during a night  on 
the town. Front with oversized Glam Jack print and 
sophisticated details in silvertone, grey, and Lime 
Punch. Adjustable. 100% cotton.

One Size/80 16 2 294 711

SPEAKER BOX Cushion
Make your sofa go boom! Stylish cush-
ion with “speaker box” print and 
“Sound of MINI” wordmark. Removable 
cover with concealed zip. Order two of 
these for the perfect look. Dimensions: 
40 cm x 40 cm. Cover: 100% cotton. 
Inner cushion: 100% cotton. 
Filling: 100% polyester.

80 16 2 294 716

STEREO SYSTEM Cushion
For perfect sonic bliss: Cushion with hi-fi 
stereo system design and “Sound of MINI” 
wordmark print in black and white. A 
perfect companion for the speaker box 
cushions. The removable cover has a 
concealed zip. Dimensions: 40 cm x 40 cm. 
Cover: 100% cotton. 
Inner cushion: 100% cotton. 
Filling: 100% polyester.

80 16 2 294 715



MINI CLUB BAG, SMALL CLUTCH
This little black bag has a Union Jack design and will 
help you rock any party outfit. The chain strap is 
adjustable and can be removed if necessary to turn 
the bag into a laidback clutch to carry in your hand. 
The premium silvertone Union Jack appliqué at the 
front is an absolute eye-catcher. The generous interior 
is lined with a red fabric and offers ample storage 
space. An additional exterior pocket provides quick 
access to essentials such as your smartphone. 
Dimensions: 29 cm x 19 cm. Exterior: leatherette, 
lining: cotton. 

80 22 2 223 656
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LADIES’ SOUND JACKET
Perfect for every festival. Or the next journey in a MINI Convertible. 
This functional jacket has a tailored cut, a driver-friendly sleeve 
design and a detachable hood in Lime Punch. Plenty of pockets for 
essential goodies, accents in Lime Punch, and gleaming silvertone 
buttons on the front and cuffs. The sound jacket will put you in the 
spotlight. That’s what you want, after all. Outer fabric: 60% cotton, 
40% nylon. Lining: 100% cotton with large print.

XS-XL/80 12 2 294 706-710

LADIES’S Headphones T-Shirt
Comfy slim-fit T-shirt with grey headphone print and 
details in metallic silvertone – for those nights behind 
the decks. Black “Sound of MINI” print and neck tape 
with bonnet stripes in white and Lime Punch. 
100% cotton.

XS-XL/80 14 2 294 671-675

Ladies’ SOUND Dress
A dress for many occasions. Whether 
you’re at an open air event, in a club, 
or on an afternoon stroll in the city – 
with the “Sound of MINI” dress you are 
always appropriately dressed.

XS-XL/80 14 2 294 686-690

Ladies’ SOUND
Sweat Jacket
Get in your MINI Convertible and cruise into the 
sunset, go for a barbeque in the park or simply 
enjoy an evening on the patio. The comfortable 
sweat jacket with its striking colours is an ideal 
companion for any situation. Orange “Sound of 
MINI” wordmark at the front and orange pocket 
lining. 80% cotton, 20% polyester.
 
XS-XL/80 14 2 294 696-700Ladies’ Festival T-Shirt

Strong colours for fashionistas: the colour block 
Festival T-shirt features an exciting mix of Berry and 
Vibrant Orange. “Sound of MINI” slogan, tailored 
fit. 100% cotton.

XS-XL/80 14 2 294 666-670
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Athens Sunglasses
For further information please see page 42.

80 25 2 146 865

LADIES’ SPEAKER Top
Get your hands on the perfect combina-
tion of sexy, laidback and glamorous 
and start the party season. A speaker 
stack print and silvertone side seams 
ensure that you are ready for every 
event. 100% cotton.

XS-XL/80 14 2 294 676-680

UNISEX GLAM JACK SCARF
Escaping the daily grind is easy with the 
Glam Jack scarf. Whether you use it to 
accessorise a pair of jeans or your LBD – 
this scarf adds a certain something to 
every look. 100% cotton.

80 16 2 294 714

LADIES’ MUSIC Blouse
Trendy, chic, and city-proof. This tailored 
blouse is made of blue chambray fabric and 
features a wealth of charming details such as 
white poplin lining for the cuffs and collar, 
discreet “MINI since 1959” badge on the top 
left, “Sound of MINI” wordmark on the collar 
lining and accents in Lime Punch. 
100% cotton.

XS-XL/80 12 2 294 691-695

Ladies’ Glam Jack 
Longsleeve
If you like your fashion glamorous yet laidback, 
you will love this slim-fit longsleeved top. 
The large Glam Jack print on the front is 
complemented with details in silvertone, 
and the neck tape with bonnet stripes in 
Lime Punch and white provides additional 
interest. 97% cotton, 3% elastane.

XS-XL/80 14 2 294 681-685

UNISEX FESTIVAL BOOTS
Muddy field, meadow, converted factory: 
no matter which festival venue you prefer, 
these boots ensure that your feet will always 
remain dry. The grey-on-black all-over print 
contrasts beautifully with the Union Jack 
print lining in Lime Punch.
 
EU: 36-44/80 23 2 294 718-726

LADIES’ TRENCH COAT 
The weather service predicted rain, but you don’t care 
about that. Once you’ve got your mind set on doing 
something, even dark rain clouds will not stop you. This 
mid-length trench coat is a reliable companion which 
helps you stand out in style in any weather. It has two 
pockets on the outside and a key compartment and zip 
pocket on the inside. The lining and insides of the pocket 
flaps feature a Union Jack design, and the cuffs come 
with an embroidered MINI logo. 53% cotton, 
34% polyester, 13% nylon.

XS–L/80 12 2 208 893–896
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With its 8-speed derailleur system, this bike is ideal for 
the city. The Teflon®-coated, dirt-repellent chain adds a 
splash of colour in Lime Punch.

MINI FOLDING BIKE
You love conquering the world in your MINI. For this, you even take the occasional 
detour, and you always question limitations. No destination is unreachable for 
you, even if you need to leave your MINI behind to get there. The MINI Folding 
Bike will take you anywhere, so you can conquer every nook and cranny of your 
city. Take your lifestyle to the street and enjoy limitless freedom.

The MINI Folding Bike is like a MINI on two wheels: the ideal combination of style, 
design, and innovation. One of the highlights: the lightweight aluminium frame 
with its matt black finish and silvertone MINI wordmark on the crossbar. Its light 
weight of just 11 kilos, eight-speed shift system and 20-inch wheels make this 
bike both agile and fast – in short, an ideal vehicle for the city. The Teflon®-coated 
chain protects against soiling and reduces wear, and, just like the bell, it comes 
in an eye-catching Lime Punch. The comfortable gel saddle ensures that you’d 
rather be on your bike than off it.

And now for the best feature: the bike can be folded within seconds, thanks 
to hinges on the crossbar and handlebar stem. The pedals fold down equally 
comfortably, and lowering the saddle is just as easy. The transport bag fitted 
under the saddle enables you to carry the folding bike in style or store it in your 
MINI, all without getting yourself or your MINI dirty. The advanced version of 
Park and Ride!

80 91 2 211 854

The bike can be folded within seconds, thanks to hinges 
on the main frame and handlebar stem. The pedals fold 
down equally comfortably, and lowering the saddle is just 
as easy.
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MINI Folding Bike Lime
Do you like to stand out from the crowd? Get ready for an 
eyeful of our Lime Punch colour. Bring a splash of brightness 
and straightforward fun to the streets with the Folding 
Bike Lime. One thing is certain: your presence will not go 
unnoticed, and you’re guaranteed to arrive in style. You 
don’t always have to go by car, and this is another true 
MINI original.

Its highlights include a lightweight aluminium frame in an 
exciting yet functional design, innovative and simple folding 
technology, an easy-to-operate 8-speed gear system, a 
dirt-repellent, Teflon®-coated chain, 20-inch wheels, a pump 
integrated into the saddle, and plenty of riding enjoyment. 
This bike also benefits from an ex-works Klickfix adapter 
positioned above the front wheel. This serves to attach 
many different bags and baskets to the bike, such as the 
cool MINI Folding Bike Bag.

80 91 2 298 370

MINI Bike Lights 
Use the MINI Bike Lights to illuminate your way, and to show that you 
care for the environment. The solar cells ensure that your battery is 
always charged for up to 7 hours, so you won’t be left in the dark when 
getting home involves a detour.

80 92 2 321 268

MINI Bike Klickfix Adapter
Your most important accessory: the Klickfix adapter serves as an 
anchor for all your MINI Folding Bike accessories. Such as the MINI 
Folding Bike Bag. Or one of many other useful Klickfix products as 
well as all future MINI Klickfix releases. Simply connect to your bike 
and you’re good to go.

80 92 2 321 267

MINI Folding Bike Bag
A hands-free solution. The MINI Folding Bike Bag provides space for all 
your touring essentials, from MINI sunglasses to camera. And the best 
thing of all: it fits neatly onto your Klickfix adapter.

80 92 2 321 269

MINI Bike iPhone Case 
The iPhone case is as important for the iPhone as your bike helmet is 
for you. This case also protects from soiling and rain. The touch-sensitive 
surface ensures that you can still use your apps. Ideal for the iPhone 4 
and iPhone 4S. An adapter for the iPhone 3G and iPhone 3GS is 
available. 

80 92 2 321 286
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Men’s MINI Wordmark 
T-Shirt, white
Comes gift-wrapped and with a gift 
hangtag. 100% cotton.

S–XXXL/80 14 2 152 720–725

Men’s MINI Wordmark 
T-Shirt, Black
Comes gift-wrapped and with a gift 
hangtag. 100% cotton.

S–XXXL/80 14 2 152 726–731

Men’s mini Logo T-shirt, 
black
Comes gift-wrapped and with a gift hangtag.
100% cotton.

S–XXXL/80 14 2 152 738–743

Men’s Mini BRITCAR T-shirt 
As the proud owner of a MINI, you can now wear your 
passion across your heart. This relaxed anthracite 
T-shirt has a four-colour Britcar motif and an additional 
hangtag. Double seams along the hem and cuffs. 
100% cotton.

S–XXL/80 14 2 211 291–295

BRITCAR towel
Surely one of the most original ways of reserving your 
personal parking space on a meadow or the beach, 
the Britcar towel has a MINI Britcar print on the front 
and a single-colour back in White. 
Dimensions: 150 cm x 80 cm. 100% cotton/velour.

80 23 2 213 355

Men’s Mini logo T-shirt, 
white 
Comes gift-wrapped and with a gift hangtag.
100% cotton.

S–XXXL/80 14 2 152 732–737
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UNISEX MINI LOGO SOFT SHELL JACKET
This understated and functional jacket will see you through any kind of weather. It has 
a comfortable fit and is made of lightweight Soft Shell fabric. And the water-repellent 
taffeta hood in the collar ensures that your head stays dry on wet days.
98% polyester. 2% elastane. 
 
S-XXL/80 12 2 294 727-731

UNISEX MINI WORDMARK HOODIE
This hooded jacket made from soft cotton features the MINI 
wordmark and will make you look great in every situation. The 
handy pockets and elasticated cuffs and hem lend the hoodie 
a fashionable, sporty appeal. 100% cotton.
 
S-XXL/80 14 2 294 732-736
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Ladies’ Mini Wordmark 
T-shirts
Delivered with a gift hangtag.
97% cotton, 3% elastane.

Pink 
XS-XL/80 14 2 211 296-300 

White
XXS–XXL/80 14 2 152 657–663

Black
XXS–XXL/80 14 2 152 664–670

MINI Wordmark Towel, Berry
Soft cotton towel in our eye-catching Berry colour with 
large MINI wordmark in black for a perfect day at the 
beach or in the park. Dimensions: 160 cm x 100 cm. 
100% cotton.

80 23 2 294 756

Ladies’ MINI logo T-shirt
Make a clear statement: be MINI and make no bones about it. Your MINI 
wing logo T-shirt says it all. Need we say more? 97% cotton, 3% Lycra®.

Black 
XXS–XXL/80 14 2 152 678-684

White
XXS–XXL/80 14 2 152 671-677
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Ladies’ MINI Wordmark
TOP, BERRY
This tailored, figure-hugging T-shirt 
in Berry, the trendiest colour for 
this season, creates a mesmerising 
silhouette. The optimal material 
mix provides superior comfort.
97% cotton, 3% elastane.

XS-XL/80 14 2 294 737-741

Ladies’ MINI WORDMARK 
SPORTS PANTS
Running, workouts, Zumba, relaxing on 
your sofa – whatever you enjoy doing in 
your spare time will become even more 
enjoyable with this comfortable pair of 
sports pants made from high-quality 
cotton. Put them on and feel incredibly 
good. Or, even better, combine them 
with the Unisex Sweat Jacket and you’ll 
have the ultimate MINI tracksuit for all 
activities. 100% cotton.

XS-XL/80 14 2 294 742-746

MINI Originals Duffle Bag
For further information please see page 54.

80 22 2 294 753 
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I LoVE MINI Mug
This large ceramic mug offers plenty of space for the beverage 
that fuels your day. “I love MINI” print on the outside, “MINI. 
Exciting to the very last drop” print on the inside, and MINI 
flag logo at the bottom. Material: ceramics.

White
80 23 2 148 916

Black
80 23 2 210 998

MINI KEY RING WITH HEART LOCKET
This MINI key ring fob has a Union Jack design, and 
besides guarding the key to your front door, it will also 
hold the key to many a heart. When you leave your 
home, the MINI wing logo and Union Jack heart locket 
will be your faithful companions. Diameter: 4 cm, 
thickness: 0.4 cm. Material: stainless metal.

80 23 2 213 348 

Ladies’ I Love Mini t-shirt
Tailored fit. Comes with a heart-shaped 
gift hangtag. 97% cotton, 3% elastane.

XS–XL/80 14 0 446 076–080

I Love mini key ring
With engraved MINI logo and various fobs: a woven 
2 cm x 10 cm polyester strap, a mobile phone strap, 
a rubber “I love MINI” logo, and a metal chain loop.

80 23 2 153 027

I Love mini drinkS bottle 
High-quality collectible designer bottle with 
sports top. 1-litre capacity. Height: 27 cm. 
Diameter: 8 cm. Material: aluminium.

80 23 2 153 026

I Love mini lanyard
Includes various metal accessories that can be 
used individually: a key ring, two carabiners, a 
mobile phone strap, and a metal “I love MINI” 
hangtag.

80 23 2 153 028

MINI Unisex Logo cap 
With embroidered MINI wing logo 
on the front. 100% cotton.

80 16 2 152 812

MINI wordmark cap
Baseball cap with embroidered 
MINI wordmark. 100% cotton.

80 16 2 152 813

Ladies’ BRITCAR T-Shirt
Express your passion for MINI! This sporty tailored shirt in an 
anthracite hue has a four-colour Britcar print across the chest. 
Special Britcar hangtag. 97% cotton, 3% elastane.

XS–XL/80 14 2 211 301–305

BRITCAR key ring
This MINI shaped key ring features a Union Jack design and 
ensures that driving enjoyment begins at your front door. 
Made from stainless steel. Dimensions: 7 cm x 4 cm.

80 23 2 213 346
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MINI LOGO HAT
Twice as cool: wear it rolled up as a classic hat 
with MINI Wing logo or as a Beanie hat with 
fashion appeal and MINI wordmark.
One size. 100% acrylics.

Black
80 16 2 302 746

Grey
80 16 2 302 747
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UNISEX RACING ACADEMY JACKET
You’re a petrolhead. Every bend is a challenge to you. You live life in the fast lane. The John Cooper 
Works Racing Academy line will make you look like one of tomorrow’s champions. And even when 
you don’t have a MINI at hand, the Racing Academy Jacket conveys the look of legends.
The cool racing design and high-quality workmanship speak for themselves: matte gabardine and 
waxed sleeves, driver-friendly sleeve design with lots of elbow room, quilted collar and red mesh lining. 
Many quality details such as a John Cooper Works badge at chest level, John Cooper Works logo on the 
sleeve, and lining printed with the legendary number 37.
Outer material: 100% cotton. Lining material: 100% polyester.

S-XXL/80 12 2 294 757-761

Men’s Racing Academy T-Shirt
Whether you’re wearing your racing suit open or closed, this T-shirt 
will complement your look to perfection. With “Racing Academy” and 
“37”print on the back and red “Racing Flag” print at the top left. 100% 
cotton.

S-XXL/80 14 2 294 772-776

Men’s Racing Academy Polo
A classic with exciting and trendy details: bonnet stripes 
on the collar, John Cooper Works logo and a red neck 
tape with a grey decorative seam. This T-shirt ensures 
you look every bit the champion even when you’re 
away from the racetrack.
100% cotton.

S-XXL/80 14 2 294 767-771

MEN’S RACING ACADEMY SWEAT JACKET
Just right after a workout: this laidback jacket has a collar with rounded edges for 
optimal comfort. With “Racing Academy” and “37”print on the back, red “Racing 
Flag” embroidery at the top left, and red pocket lining for a true racing look. This 
piece perfectly complements the John Cooper Works Racing Academy Jacket. 
80% cotton, 20% polyester.

S-XXL/80 14 2 294 762-766

JOHN COOPER WORKS 37 Bag
Large enough for all your racetrack essentials, this cool bag 
features a punching-bag design and has a wide shoulder 
belt for carrying comfort. It will look great whether you are 
headed for the gym or taking off on a weekend adventure. 
The large-scale prints show what turns you on: fast bends 
and MINI. Dimensions: 73 cm x 35 cm x 35 cm. Nylon 
reinforced with TPE.

80 22 2 294 787
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Thermos Bottle
Whether you’re on the track or watching from the 
sidelines, this thermos bottle’s rubberised surface 
offers enough grip for precise control even in fast 
bends. It has a fold-out carry handle and two screw-on 
cups. Printed John Cooper Works logo on the bottle, 
MINI wing logo print on one of the cups, and racing 
stripes around the rims. Material: stainless steel, 
plastic and rubber surface treatment.

80 23 2 220 829

Ladies’ Racing Academy 
T-Shirt
A feminine touch for the champions of tomorrow. Wheth-
er you are racing or working out, this tailored T-shirt pro-
vides a full-on racing look. Large “Racing Academy” print 
at the front and red herringbone tape with black decorative 
seam at the inner neckline.
97% cotton, 3% elastane.

XS-XL/80 14 2 294 782-786

Ladies’ Racing Academy Sweat Jacket
The legendary number 37 and the Racing Academy print at the back show everyone 
what your true passion is about: you are at home on the racetracks of this world. 
This jacket in striking red with its large print in grey and white across the back is an 
absolute statement piece. Not least because the light tailoring makes for a feminine 
silhouette. The design is rounded off by a stand-up collar, handy pockets with grey 
lining and special ribbed cuffs and hem. 80% cotton, 20% polyester.

XS-XL/80 14 2 294 777-781

37 Scarf
Wear it in your MINI Convertible in the sunshine or while at-
tending a winter race. The stylish scarf with its all-over print in 
discreet grey and white never fails to add interest. 
Dimensions: 110 cm x 110 cm. 100% cotton.

80 16 2 294 789

Unisex Racing Academy Cap
A cool cap for your cool style. Peak with red underside, embroidered 
37 at the front, embroidered “John Cooper Works Racing Academy” 
on the right, embroidered John Cooper Works wordmark on the left, 
and embroidered Extreme Racing wordmark at the back.
100% cotton.

80 16 2 294 788
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MINI BY PUMA MEN’S ALWYN MID BLACK
One for all and all for you. Versatile high top trainers 
with printed inner tongue for fashion-conscious men. 
Lavish details include the MINI bulldog stud, Union Jack 
sole, and reinforced, rounded heel. This model goes 
well with a suit, jeans, combat trousers, a MINI, and 
especially you. Outer material: leather. 
Lining material: synthetics.

EU: 38-46/80 23 2 296 391-399

MINI BY PUMA LADIES’ BUCKMINSTER CHUKKA
Surprisingly convincing and pretty cool: the ladies’ version of the 
Chukka trainers. The classic design has a MINI twist with accents 
in Lime Punch, Union Jack details on the reversible cuff, and a 
printed inner tongue. Of course, the look wouldn’t be complete 
without the MINI bulldog stud. Outer material: leather. 
Lining material: synthetics.

EU: 36-42/80 23 2 296 372-378

MINI BY PUMA LADIES’ ENGLISH TRAINERS 
Here’s the classic brogue design with a brand new twist: Puma and 
MINI not only added striking accents in Orange but also a MINI 
bulldog stud. Exceedingly trendy and perfect for shopping trips or 
the next outing in your MINI. Outer material: perforated leather. 
Lining material: synthetics.

EU: 36-42/80 23 2 296 382-388

MINI BY PUMA MEN’S ALWYN MID GREEN
The first pair of driver’s shoes that also goes with a suit. This model 
is incredibly trendy. Why is that? Here’s why: chequered inner 
tongue, MINI bulldog stud, Union Jack details on the sole, and a 
rounded heel for extra driving comfort. And then there’s always 
the Puma Formstripe on the side. Outer material: leather. 
Lining material: synthetics.

EU: 38-46/80 23 2 296 401-409

LADIES’ ENGLISH MINI TRAINERS
English style meets sporty appeal. This pair of slim trainers combines 
classic brogue elements with a sporty Puma styling, making it a 
perfect candidate for your wish list. And a true MINI original. 
Outer material: perforated leather. Lining material: synthetics.

EU: 36–42/80 23 2 334 267-273

MINI POOL SHOES
You like your shoes lightweight, ultra comfortable and stylish? Then 
add this pair of pool shoes to your wish list. They are made from 
perforated leather and feature a sole with a Union Jack design.
Outer material: perforated leather. Lining material: synthetics.

EU: 38-46/80 23 2 334 258-266

Available from spring 2013

Available from spring 2013
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athenS 
Stainless-steel aviator sunglasses with shatterproof graduated lenses. Lasered MINI wing 
logo on the temples. Acetate end pieces. High-end CR 39 plastic lenses, 100% UVA/UVB 
protection up to 400 nm, equivalent to level-3 filtration. Delivered with a protective case 
and cleaning cloth.

Lenses | FRAME

 Graduated grey | MATT SILVER

80 25 2 146 865

MINI Go-Faster watch
Black two-level watch face and MINI logo, 
leather strap with contrasting white and 
red seams. Swiss quartz mechanism. 
Stainless steel case.

80 26 2 151 556

MINI SPEEDOMETER BLACK
Stylish timepiece with round metal case and black 
speedometer surface with small MINI logo and dial 
elements in MINI orange. High-quality, soft leather 
strap with contrasting stitching in orange.

80 26 2 220 867

mini wall clock, 
black union jack
With interchangeable hands in white, red, 
and black for customisation. Glossy black 
background with a Union Jack print in matt. 
MINI wordmark logo in matt white.
Battery included.
Dimensions: 27 cm x 27 cm. 100% plastic.

80 26 2 183 217

mini wall clock, 
Racing Stripes 
With interchangeable hands in white, red, 
and black for customisation. Matt white 
racing stripes on a glossy black background. 
MINI wordmark logo in matt white.
Battery included.
Dimensions: 27 cm x 27 cm. 100% plastic.

80 26 2 183 218

JOHN
How about a change of perspective? Look at things in a new way, with these trendy 
sunglasses evoking the style and spirit of the 1930s and 40s. The laidback retro design 
is complemented by MINI wing logos on both temples and a colourful Union Jack print 
on the inside. Grey-tinted lenses provide reliable sun protection for your eyes. 
100% UVA/UVB protection. 100% acetate.

Lenses | FRAME

 Grey | BLACK

80 25 2 218 776

PETER
Never look back; always look ahead. These trendy sunglasses feature graduated grey lenses and 
ensure that you will always enjoy a perfect view. They are also the picture of understatement. In 
minimalist black with a metal MINI wing logo on both temples and a Black Jack print on the inside. 
100% UVA/UVB protection. 100% acetate.

Lenses | FRAME

 Grey | BLACK

80 25 2 218 774

MINI Black Jack Watch
Cool black square metal case with premium 
metal wrist strap and sturdy folding clasp. 
Black Jack design, silvertone hands and 
MINI wing logo.

80 26 2 220 869

MINI CLOCK
Stuck in another boring meeting? This clock will provide welcome 
entertainment: the time display changes every 15 minutes. Just try 
to guess which of the five different MINI designs will appear next. 
Flip clock in black case with metal MINI wing logo on the bottom right. 
Battery-powered. 100% plastic.

80 26 2 213 350
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MINI WATCH
It’s time for your own style: the silicone closures come in various colours, 
allowing you to match the self-coloured chequered-design strap to whatever 
colours you’re wearing. The digital display in the anodized case only appears 
at the touch of a button. The rest of the time, you can use the watch face as 
the world’s first wrist mirror.

Black
80 26 2 318 617 

White
80 26 2 318 618 
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MINI by Puma Work bag
A new take on the classic work bag, featuring eye-catching neon 
accents and a carry strap with a safety-belt design. This bag 
provides ample space for all your workday essentials. With laptop 
compartment and MINI organiser system. Details include cleverly 
partitioned and styled compartments. The brightly coloured luggage 
tag has a zip compartment and credit card slots. 
Dimensions: 39 cm x 28 cm x 9 cm. 
Material: 100% grainy PU leather.

80 22 2 296 412
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MINI BY PUMA DOCTOR’S BAG
“Let me through, I’m a MINI driver.” With this bag, 
you can show who’s in charge. Features include a 
MINI organiser system with details in a contrasting 
colour, a sturdy metal-frame design and a padded 
laptop compartment. You want more? How about 
metal studs with an embossed bulldog silhouette? 
Dimensions: 41 cm x 34 cm x 15 cm.
Material: 100% grainy PU leather.

80 22 2 296 410

MINI by Puma Wallet
Stylish black wallet with accents in Lime 
Punch. Cleverly designed compartments 
for cards, money, and your favourite 
MINI snapshots. 
Dimensions: 11 cm x 12 cm x 2 cm. 
Material: 100% grainy PU leather.

80 22 2 318 917

MINI CAR SHAPE KEY RING
For further information please see page 72.

80 27 2 318 595

EXPANDABLE ➞➞
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MINI by Puma Weekender Bag
The adjustable width of this bag makes it perfect for the 
weekend as well as for longer journeys. Other features: 
see Shoulder Bag. Dimensions: 54 cm x 28 cm x 25 cm. 
Material: 100% grainy PU leather.

80 22 2 296 411

MINI BY PUMA HOLDALL BAG
A versatile bag for all kinds of situations. Large main 
compartment with padded laptop section two-way zip. 
Carry strap with seat-belt design. Other features: see 
Shoulder Bag. Dimensions: 42 cm x 43 cm x 6 cm. 
Material: 100% grainy PU leather.

80 22 2 296 413
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MINI by Puma Shoulder Bag
How is that for creative use of space: this stunning piece is 
two bags in one. Quickly packed and shouldered. Large main 
compartment, padded laptop section, two-way zip and 
removable luggage tag with concealed zip compartment, credit 
card slots and “MINI by Puma” wordmark, MINI organiser system 
with flaps in contrasting colour, mobile phone compartment 
and slot, adjustable width, woven Union Jack label at the front, 
metal MINI wing logo and metal stud with bulldog silhouette. 
Dimensions: 40 cm x 30 cm x 10 cm.
Material: 100% grainy PU leather.

80 22 2 296 414EXPANDABLE ➞➞

➞ ➞➞ ➞

MINI by Puma handBag
This gorgeous little black bag has stunning 
accents in Lime Punch. Other features: see 
Shoulder Bag. 
Dimensions: 36 cm x 25 cm x 6 cm. 
Material: 100% grainy PU leather.

80 22 2 296 415

MINI iPad Sleeve
MINI’s personal accident cover for your tablet 
computer: this handsome sleeve for second and 
third-generation iPads is lined with red velour 
and can be closed with a zip. Material: PU leather.

MINI iPhone Hard Case
Sturdy case for the iPhone 4 and iPhone 4s models 
with MINI wing logo. Dimensions: 11.5 cm x 6.2 cm. 
Weight: 43 grammes. Material: plastic.

MINI iPhone leather sleeve
Discreet sleeve with metal MINI logo. 
Dimensions: 12.5 cm x 7.5 cm. 
Weight: 58 grammes. Material: PU leather.

MINI iPhone Sleeve
Functional sleeve with classic MINI designs and 
eye-popping details. Dimensions: 12.5 cm x 7.5 cm. 
Material: PU leather.

➀ Racing Stripes, white lining 80 28 2 321 332

➁ Chequered, red lining 80 28 2 321 334

➂ Racing Stripes 80 28 2 321 312

➃ Union Jack 80 28 2 321 315

➄ White, without tape closure 80 28 2 321 318

➅ Black, with chequered tape closure 80 28 2 321 320

➆ Black Jack 80 28 2 321 323

➇ Racing Stripes 80 28 2 321 326

➈ Chequered 80 28 2 321 328

EXPANDABLE
EXPANDABLE

➞➞EXPANDABLE

Pictured iPhones not included.
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MINI Travel Belt
Adjustable luggage belt 
with metal closure.
Dimensions: 200 cm x 3 cm.

80 23 2 151 548

Mini travel bag tag
Luggage tag with metal closure. 
The full address is revealed by 
simply pulling out the clip.

80 23 2 151 549

MINI ROOFTOP PILOT TROLLEY
Lightweight travel companion for business and leisure. Retractable telescopic handle and sturdy 
carry handle. Two easy-glide wheels with a MINI wheel design. Various interior compartments for 
clothes, documents, mobile phone, and pens. Separate laptop sleeve. Reinforced corners for 
stability and longevity. Integrated TSA lock. Delivered with a protective transport cover and 
nametag.
Dimensions: 44.5 cm x 43.5 cm x 25.5 cm.

80 22 2 318 633

The writing utensils pictured here are not included.
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MINI Rooftop Cabin Trolley
The pinnacle of lightweight design: this versatile trolley looks good, can withstand knocks, and fits 
perfectly into the boot of your MINI or an overhead compartment on an airplane – just the right 
companion for your next weekend trip. Four wheels with a MINI wheel design and a retractable 
telescopic handle provide extreme mobility. Other features include two carry handles, elastic 
straps, mesh dividers and a printed transport bag. Its TSA lock ensures that your belongings are 
safe. Simply pick your favourite colour and get ready to go. Dimensions: 55 cm x 36 cm x 23 cm.

➀ Royal Grey with black racing stripes
80 22 2 318 630 ➄ Chili Red with white racing stripes

80 22 2 318 629

➁ Lightning Blue with white racing stripes
80 22 2 318 631 ➅ If you intend to go on a longer trip: 

the trolley is also available in a 
70.5 cm x 49.5 cm x 27.5 cm version 
with the same great features. 
MINI Rooftop Trolley, Black with white 
racing stripes
80 22 2 318 632

➂ Black with white racing stripes
80 22 2 318 628 

➃ White with black racing stripes
80 22 2 320 421
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Black Jack Briefcase
Collect plenty of impressions, experiences, memories, and whatever else 
you want to take along. This briefcase offers space in two compartments. 
It also has inner pockets for your mobile phone, pens, and business cards. 
Your laptop can be stored safely in its dedicated padded section. The 
removable, adjustable carry strap and padded handle ensure carrying 
comfort. And if the briefcase should get too heavy, just use the slit pocket 
at the back to attach it to your trolley’s telescopic handle.
Dimensions: 40 cm x 30 cm x 16 cm. Polyester, nylon, PVC.

80 22 2 183 860

➁ Black jack Cabin Trolley
With retractable telescopic handle and two sturdy carry 
handles. Two easy-glide wheels with original MINI rim 
styling. Main compartment with divider, mesh divider, and 
four small pockets for your smaller accessories. Two small 
pockets and one large compartment at the front. Extra safety 
lock with MINI wing logo design. Reinforced corners and 
rubberised underside for stability and longevity. 
Dimensions: 38 cm x 52 cm x 25 cm.
Polyester, nylon, PVC.

80 22 2 183 856

➂ Black Jack Duffle Bag
Trendy sports and travel bag. Interior with two side pockets 
and one zip pocket. Front zip pocket. Extra compartment at 
the back, with magnetic closure. Two side compartments, one 
with a mesh insert for drinks storage. Removable carry strap.
Dimensions: 45 cm x 30 cm x 28 cm. Polyester, nylon, PVC.

80 22 2 183 858

➃ Black jack wash kit
Toiletry bag with one large and two small handy, waterproof, 
and washable compartments. Additional front zip pocket.
Dimensions: 26 cm x 18 cm x 12 cm. Polyester, nylon, PVC.

80 22 2 183 859

➄ Black Jack Ammo BAG
Shoulder bag with small front zip pocket and additional inner 
pockets. Side pocket with mesh inset for smaller drinks cans. 
Comfortable carry strap. Dimensions: 18 cm x 24 cm x 7 cm. 
Polyester, nylon, PVC.

80 22 2 183 862

Black jack wallet
Premium leather wallet with the Black Jack design. 
Classic-style compartments for notes and credit cards, 
and a separate coin section.
Dimensions: 9.5 cm x 13 cm. 100% leather.

80 21 2 183 868
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➀ Black jack Trolley
With retractable telescopic handle and two sturdy carry 
handles. Two easy-glide wheels with original MINI rim 
styling. Main compartment with divider, mesh divider, and 
four small pockets for toiletries. Two small pockets and one 
large compartment at the front. Extra safety lock with MINI 
wing logo design. Reinforced corners and rubberised 
underside for stability and longevity.
Dimensions: 45.5 cm x 62 cm x 32 cm.
Polyester, nylon, PVC.

80 22 2 183 857

Shout small DOCTOR’S bag
This handbag with a MINI Rally Monte Carlo 
print will take you where you want to go in 
style – and quicker than ever. That’s because 
you will find everything in it immediately, 
thanks to well laid-out compartments and a 
zip pocket in the red interior. The comfortable 
carry strap ensures that this bag will never 
feel like a burden.
Dimensions: 35 cm x 30 cm x 17 cm.
Outer fabric: Canvas and PVC. Interior: Twill 
(20% cotton, 80% polyester).

80 22 2 183 873

Shout Wallet
medium organiser
Historic MINI Rally Monte Carlo motif on the front. 
Numerous compartments for credit cards and notes. 
Separate zippered coin compartment. 
Dimensions: 11.5 cm x 13.5 cm. Outer fabric: PVC. 
Interior: 100% leather.

80 21 2 183 869

Shout Wallet
simple organiser
Historic MINI Rally Monte Carlo motif on the front. 
Numerous compartments for credit cards and notes. 
Separate coin section with zip closure.
Dimensions: 11 cm x 19 cm. Outer fabric: PVC. 
Interior: 100% leather.

80 21 2 183 870
The writing utensils pictured 
here are not included.
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MINI BIG DUFFLE BAG
Large retro-style travel bag with contrasting piping and a MINI wordmark on both 
sides. Inner pocket with separate zip, red lining and removable bottom panel for extra 
stability. Detachable shoulder strap, two carry handles. Exterior: plastic; interior: nylon. 
Dimensions: 59 cm x 17 cm x 33 cm.

MINI Big Duffle Bag Silvertone
80 22 2 294 752➀

MINI Logo Pouch
This handy pouch complements your duffle bag to 
perfection. Two compartments, each with a zip, provide 
space to store essentials. With red lining and white MINI 
wordmark on the front. Dimensions: 26.5 cm x 16.5 cm.

80 22 2 226 126

MINI Pencil Case
This handy pouch complements your duffle bag 
to perfection. It has a red contrasting lining and a tonal zip. 
Dimensions: 9 cm x 19.5 cm x 5.7 cm.

Black
80 22 2 294 703 

Berry
80 22 2 294 704 

Silvertone
80 22 2 294 705

MINI Coin Pouch
Whether you fill it with coins, keys, or other essentials, this 
pouch belongs in your duffle bag. With lining in contrasting 
red and tonal zip. Dimensions: 10 cm x 15 cm.

Black
80 22 2 294 754

Berry
80 22 2 294 755

Silvertone
80 22 2 294 702

MINI Laptop SLEEVE, BLACK
Give your laptop the MINI touch. This glossy sleeve matches the 
duffle bag and provides optimal protection for your portable 
computer. It has a red lining and an interior compartment for 
accessories. Suitable for most laptop models. 
Dimensions: 37.5 cm x 27.5 cm x 1.5 cm.

80 22 2 321 709➁ MINI Big Duffle Bag Berry 
80 22 2 294 753

➂ MINI Big Duffle Bag White 
80 22 2 294 751

➃ MINI Big Duffle Bag Black
80 22 2 223 635

➄ MINI Big Duffle Bag Blue 
80 22 2 294 748 

➅ MINI Big Duffle Bag Red
80 22 2 294 747

➆ MINI Big Duffle Bag Chocolate
80 22 2 294 749 

➇ MINI Big Duffle Bag Green
80 22 2 294 750
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Baby Racer 
Push car in Chili Red with original MINI design, noise-
cancelling rubber tyres, bonnet stripes, and a comfortable 
seat. The number plates can be customised with a marker 
pen. For power slide aficionados and kids between 
1.5 and 3 years of age. High-quality finish. TÜV-approved. 
Made in Germany. 
Dimensions: 45 cm x 32.5 cm x 73 cm (H x W x L).

Chili Red / Black  80 93 2 327 826 

Hot Chocolate / Black 80 93 2 321 123 

BE MINI BABY SET
Only just born, and already a MINI fan. This matching body and 
bib set features a “Beat the Street” and a “Be MINI” print. Ultra 
soft jersey fabric. 6 to 12 months, for a body length between 
74 and 80 cm. 100% cotton.

80 16 2 208 913

Kids’ MINI LOGO T-Shirt
Comes gift-wrapped and with a gift hangtag. 
100% cotton.

White
Size 92–164/80 14 2 152 798–804

Black
Size 92–164/80 14 2 152 805–811

Kids’ MINI Wordmark T-Shirt
Comes gift-wrapped and with a gift hangtag. 
100% cotton.

White
Size 92–164/80 14 2 152 784–790

Black
Size 92–164/80 14 2 152 791–797

Kids’ I Love MINI T-Shirt
100% cotton.

White
Size 128–164/80 14 0 446 086–089

I LOVE MINI NEWBORN SET
MINI drivers start early. This body and bib set 
is made of cuddly soft and tested Ecotex material. 
Best fits ages 6 to 12 months, with a body length 
between 74 and 80 cm. 100% cotton.

80 16 2 208 912

BE MINI BABY SOCKS
Typical. The youngest MINI fans can’t even stand on their own feet yet, 
but they’re already wearing stylish socks. With woven “Beat the Street” 
slogan on the side and skid-resistant “Union Jack” and “Be MINI” print 
on the sole. For ages 6 to 12 months. 100% cotton.

80 16 2 208 911
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MINI COOPER S CONVERTIBLE RED, ELECTRIC CAR
Any kid can play with sand buckets and moulds! Cool kids arrive 
at the playground in a MINI Convertible. Put it in gear, switch the 
headlights on, and off you go, at speeds up to 5 km/h. Battery: 
6V 12Ah, 110 –240V. For children aged 3 to 5, with a maximum 
body weight of 35 kg. 100% plastic.
Dimensions: 105 cm x 60 cm x 52 cm.

80 93 2 220 854

MINI Road Signs
These three plastic signs make learning correct traffic 
behaviour child’s play. Motifs at the front: “MINI zebra 
crossing”, “MINI bulldog”, and “MINI front view”. Motifs 
at the back: “Parking”, “Danger”, and “No overtaking”.
Height: 68 cm.

80 93 2 147 172
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mini Fun Cars
These MINI Fun Cars will bring lots of driving enjoyment to 
your desk or magnet board. So get your hands on one of the 
nine colourful MINI Fun Car models and enjoy a relaxed lap. 
With pull-back drive and magnet. 1:100 scale.

MINI Countryman Fun Car 80 45 2 210 610 
MINI Coupé Fun Car 80 45 2 210 611 
MINI Cooper Fun Car 80 45 2 211 919 

Cars to be sold separately.

Available individually only from selected dealers.

mini cooper S Junior Convertible
This one is always up for a road trip. Made from durable, 
non-toxic plastic. Suitable for ages 3 to 5 approximately. 
Dimensions: 62 cm x 50 cm x 80 cm (H x W x L).

Pedal car
80 93 2 160 190
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GO MINI CREW-ZERS
The miniature MINI Cooper S comes in 5 great designs 
and with individual licence plates to play, collect, and 
have fun with. Definitely not just for kids. 
Dimensions: 7 cm x 6 cm x 10 cm.

GO MINI Freestylers
Every freestyler model has a special feature.
All are based on the Cooper S. With integrated 
batteries. Dimensions: 12 cm x 13.5 cm x 18.5 cm.

➅ Sparks 80 45 2 336 807

➆ Chili 80 45 2 336 807

➇ Trix 80 45 2 336 807

➈ Jaxx 80 45 2 336 807

➉ Cheqs 80 45 2 336 807

➀ Charge     80 45 2 327 870
With light show, car sounds, and flickering flames on the roof.

➁ Bulldog    80 45 2 327 872
Press a button and watch the bulldog come out of hiding and bark.     

➂ Tiger         80 45 2 327 871
Touch the windows to hear the roar of a tiger and fun car sounds.

➃ Beats        80 45 2 327 869
With ultra-cool sound and an equalizer on the roof. Available at the touch of a button.     

➄ Revs          80 45 2 327 868
Emits car noises when pushed or pulled. Awesome animated roof design.    

Go MINI RC WOLF
Remote-controlled MINI Cooper S with lights, sounds 
and steering-wheel-shaped control unit. Use the hand-
brake and turning function for amazing stunts.
Dimensions: 18 cm x 21 cm x 28 cm.

80 45 2 327 867
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bulldog key chain
Metal with sterling silver plating, 
chip-resistant. 
Dimensions: 3 cm x 2 cm.

80 23 0 433 188

MINI MOBILE PHONE CHARMS
One 3D rubber bulldog and one double-sided 
metal MINI wing logo. Dimensions: 2 cm each.

80 23 2 183 223

MINI BULLDOG USB STICK
This bulldog USB stick guards an impressive 4 GB of 
data, without snarling or barking. You can, however, 
keep it on a tight lead by using the lanyard provided.

80 23 2 212 802

BULLDOG PLUSH PILLOW
Velvety soft fabric with premium 
wrap-around bulldog appliqué. Plush. 
Dimensions: 40 cm x 25 cm.

80 23 2 151 557

bulldog soft toy
With MINI collar and black dog shirt with 
a MINI wing logo on the back. Plush.
Dimensions: 35 cm x 25 cm.

80 23 2 151 558

MINI BULLDOG LUGGAGE TAG
Cheeky luggage tag for chilled-out travellers. 
With concealed address field.
Dimensions: 10 cm x 7 cm. Material: silicone.

80 28 2 318 607
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MINI SCREEN SHIELD WIPERS
3 fun designs help you keep your smartphone 
screen clean and adorn its back when not in 
use. Simply peel off, turn over, and wipe the 
display. Material: microfibre.

80 28 2 318 613 MINI PENCIL SET
This is a great set for artists of all ages. It in-
cludes a pencil with the MINI wing logo and a 
bulldog-shaped eraser.
Material: wood, rubber.

80 24 2 318 606

MINI FLOATING PEN MINI Cooper
The MINI Cooper drives into its garage while you’re writing. Length: 14.5 cm. Material: plastic, metal.

80 24 2 318 611

MINI BULLDOG FLOATING PEN
You no longer have to choose between writing and walking the dog. While you’re using the pen, the bull-
dog will walk out from his kennel and back. Also available with a MINI Cooper instead of a bulldog.
Length: 14.5 cm. Material: plastic, metal.

Bulldog
80 24 2 318 610
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MINI ICE CUBE TRAY
If you would like to serve some seriously cool drinks 
at your next party, these quirky MINI design ice cubes 
are a must. Ice cube tray for 15 ice cubes, can also be 
used as a baking tray. Dimensions: 24 x 19 cm.
Material: silicone.

80 23 2 221 152

Mini FliP-Flops, racing Stripes
Soft footbed and cotton straps for optimum comfort.
Sole with special ventilation slits and a tyre-track profile
for safe grip on every surface. Storage bag included.
PVC, cotton, nylon.

EU sizes:
36/37 80 23 2 183 289
38/39 80 23 2 183 290
40/41 80 23 2 183 292
42/43 80 23 2 183 293

mini FLASHLIGHT
You don’t really want to be restricted to your local to have 
a drink after work. You’d much rather go to a special, 
enchanted place to chill at the end of the day. And just 
so you don’t have to go thirsty, this black LED flashlight 
doubles as a bottle opener. It will also light your way 
very nicely in case you get home after dark. Flashlight 
with lasered MINI wordmark and lanyard with printed 
MINI wordmark. Height: 118 mm, diameter: 27 mm.

80 23 2 220 851
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MINI BOULES SET
Get the ball rolling in style with this cool boules set. Wherever, however, and 
whenever you feel like it. This is a true MINI original. The boules have a 
diameter of 73 mm and are engraved with the MINI gear shift pattern in white, 
red, and black. The large boules, smaller target ball, and a tape measure 
come in a nylon bag with red decorative seams, a Black Jack design, and 
a chequered lining.

80 23 2 318 620

MINI UNION JACK COOLER, BLACK
Are you ready for a refreshing drink? The cooler provides 
space for up to four large bottles (1 l – 1.5 l). Zip 
compartment at the back, adjustable shoulder strap. 
Coolant not included.
Dimensions: 23 cm x 22 cm x 21 cm.

80 23 2 183 219

MINI THERMOS CAN
Cold? Hot? Any way you prefer. This thermos can 
has an extra lid to protect content from insects 
and spillage, and features a lively “Splash Jack” 
design. Fits perfectly inside your MINI drinks holder. 
Always hot, always cool. Capacity: 0.33 l. 
Material: twin-walled stainless steel.

80 28 2 318 600

MINI BEACH TOWEL
This soft velour towel features a “Splash Jack” design 
that makes it a true statement piece for the beach. 
Dimensions: 150 cm x 80 cm. 100% quality cotton.

80 23 2 318 597
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MINI RUBBER WRISTBANDS
Trendy rubber wristbands have been a big hit with kids for some time. Now 
adults can catch up, with these wristbands in the shape of MINI cars. Many 
potential uses. 20 per box, in four colours – black, yellow, green and red. 
Material: silicone. Length 6 cm.

80 23 2 220 822

MINI fridge Magnets 
These fridge magnets are not just practical, they also turn even the most 
boring refrigerator into a cool designer piece. Approximately 30 magnets. 
6 to 8 magnets with different designs, MINI wing logo, and fun MINI statements. 
Material: plastic with magnetic laminate. Dimensions: 23.7 x 19.5 cm, 
magnets: various sizes.

80 23 2 220 824
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POP STYLE Shopping Bag
Perfect for every shopping trip. Bag made 
from durable fabric, with sturdy carry 
handles and a rip closure.
Dimensions: 44.5 cm x 35 cm x 17 cm.
Material: polypropylene, polyester.

80 22 2 318 614

POP STYLE Pen
Goes exceedingly well with the MINI POP STYLE 
wiro notebook. Exchangeable refill.
Dimensions: 13 cm long. Plastic.

80 24 2 318 616

POP STYLE WIRO NOTEBOOK
With transparent plastic sleeve.
With hardcover and a woven label. Ring binding.
80 pages, squared.
Dimensions: 15.7 cm x 21 cm.

80 28 2 318 615

Pop style Umbrella
Pocket umbrella with a Teflon®-coated canopy that repels water and 
dirt. Printed with a matt-gloss MINI Pop Style design. Opens and closes 
automatically – at the touch of a button. Handle in the style of the MINI 
gear selector. Windproof with TÜV-certified Fibertec® ribs.
Diameter: 98 cm. 55 cm long when closed. Comes with a protective 
sheath. Canopy: 100% polyester.

Multicoloured:   Black:
80 23 2 146 918 80 23 2 151 555

drinkS bottle
A stylish collector’s item: aluminium SIGG 
drinks bottle. Chip-resistant finish. 0.6-litre 
capacity. Height: 21 cm. Diameter: 7 cm.

80 23 0 433 189

MINI mugs
With these MINI ceramic mugs you can greet every day in individual style. 
Three matt printed designs: “Pop Style”, “Chequered”, and “Black Jack”. 
Capacity: 0.25 l. Dimensions: 9.7 cm x 8 cm.

80 23 2 220 830

CHEQUERED BALLPOINT PEN
With exchangeable blue refill.
Plastic. Dimensions: 13 cm long.

80 57 0 444 516

CHEQUERED NOTEBOOK 
Transparent plastic sleeve. With hardcover and 
a woven label. Ring binding. A5 size, 80 pages, 
40 blank, 40 squared.
Dimensions: 15.7 cm x 21 cm.

80 57 0 443 314

Chequered Shopper 
Made from durable synthetic fabric with 
sturdy carry handles and rip closure.
Dimensions: 44.5 cm x 35 cm x 17 cm.

80 57 0 443 311
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UNION JACK NOTEBOOK
Hardcover with a transparent plastic 
sleeve. Ring binding. A5 size, 80 pages, 
40 blank, 40 squared. 
Dimensions: 15.7 cm x 21 cm.

80 57 0 443 315

UNION JACK BALLPOINT PEN
With blue exchangeable refill.
Plastic. Dimensions: 13 cm long.

80 57 0 444 517

Union Jack Shopper
Made from hardwearing synthetic fabric 
with sturdy carry handles and rip closure.
Dimensions: 44.5 cm x 35 cm x 17.5 cm.

80 57 0 443 310

MINI Snow Rocker 
Chaos on the roads. Snow piling up in your driveway. Public transport 
is at a standstill. What to do? Just get your MINI Snow Rocker and 
head for the slopes. People think this is only fun for kids? Be a rebel 
and show those youngsters who really rules the piste. The pilot must 
be at least 150 cm tall and over 10 years old, with a maximum weight 
of 130 kg. Material: polyethylene. Length: 66 cm, weight: 2.5 kg.

80 93 2 221 610 
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MINI LANYARD
There’s no better way to carry your keys. 
Gunmetal carabiner and split ring with 
laser-engraved MINI wordmark.
Dimensions: 2.5 cm x 100 cm.

80 28 2 318 605

MINI WORDMARK KEY RING
This handy item will make changing your keys less 
of a painful experience and more of a fun affair. The 
MINI key ring may look simple, but it comes with 
a very clever feature. An integrated pin enables you 
to open the split ring within seconds and add or remove 
keys just as quickly. The split ring has a laser-engraved 
MINI wordmark. Material: Black PU leather and metal.
Dimensions: 9 cm x 3.3 cm x 1.2 cm.

80 27 2 318 601

MINI COOPER KEY RING
Dimensions: 10.4 cm x 2 cm. 

80 27 2 318 603

MINI COOPER S KEY RING
Dimensions: 11.4 cm x 2.6 cm. 

80 27 2 318 602

MINI JOHN COOPER WORKS 
Key Ring
Dimensions: 11 cm x 3 cm.

80 27 2 318 604

MINI ONE KEY RING
Dimensions: 8.6 cm x 2 cm. 

80 27 2 327 676

mini garage kit
Forgot where you left the key? Forget 
about it. Now you can park your key 
with the MINI key ring in a place where 
you’re guaranteed to find it again: in the 
wooden MINI garage. The attachment 
and the MINI are made of metal and 
plastic, and the garage can easily be 
mounted on any wall. Screws and wall 
plugs are included. Garage dimensions: 
5 cm x 4.5 cm x 3.5 cm.

80 23 2 183 252

UNISEX Jet HELMET*
Are you the kind of person for whom no road is too long and no idea too crazy? Does doing things your way mean as 
much to you as your own style? Then leave nothing to chance and get your hands on this helmet. The Union Jack print 
and bonnet stripes make for a perfect retro look, and the quality workmanship ensures safety. This jet helmet is crafted 
from a fibreglass and synthetics compound, with a polycarbonate visor, quick fastener and antiallergenic, removable 
and washable lining. Available in four sizes. Compliant with the ECE R 22.05 standard (except USA and Japan).

S (55/56), M (57/58), L (59/60)

S-L/80 23 2 180 728-731

*  This helmet was developed specifically for activities regulated by the ECE-R 22 motorcycle helmet standard (motorcycle, 
quad, trike, snowmobile, etc). Due to standardisation regulations, it is not suitable for other activities.
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Mini Umbrella walking stick
This automatically opening umbrella is almost too good to keep closed in fine weather. At 
any rate, you can also use it as a walking stick at the end of a long night. Black aluminium 
frame, with black polyester silk canopy. Outside with printed MINI wordmark logo in white. 
Interior with Black Jack design. Metal, plastic and leather handle, echoing the original 
MINI gearshift lever design. Diameter: 105 cm, length: 85 cm.

80 23 2 213 349
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MINI THERMOS CAN
For further information please see 
page 67.

80 28 2 318 600

MINI NOTEBOOK SET
Just the right place for your exceptionally 
bright ideas: 2 notebooks with the Splash Jack 
cover. 80 pages, squared. 
Dimensions: 148 mm x 105 mm.

80 28 2 318 599

MINI CAR SHAPE KEY RING
The MINI that follows you everywhere. Key ring with 
carabiner in MINI shape. Black/Lime Punch/metal.

80 27 2 318 595

MINI PIN
Eye-catching button 
with butterfly clutch.
Dimensions: 2.5 cm x 1.1 cm.

80 57 0 443 309 

mini Key Ring
Metal loop with MINI wing 
logo. Silvertone/metal.

80 23 0 016 009

Pen with box
Metal push-action ballpoint pen with ergonomic rubber grip pad 
and laser-engraved MINI wing logo. Chrome-plated finish. 
Matching metal box for added exclusivity.

80 24 2 151 550

I LOVE MINI BALLPOINT PEN
With rubber coating and exchangeable refills.

80 24 2 318 621

MINI NOTEBOOK 
With punched-out hardcover, in a transparent 
plastic sleeve. Ring binding. A5 size, 80 pages, 
40 blank, 40 squared. Dimensions: 15.7 cm x 21 cm.

80 57 0 443 328
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MINI WIRELESS COMPUTER MOUSE
Click your way to happiness. Eye-catching, wireless USB mouse 
in the shape of a MINI exterior mirror with the Black Jack design. 
This mouse has excellent ergonomic characteristics and glides 
effortlessly across any surface. 
Dimensions: 10.2 cm. Weight: < 150 grammes. Material: plastic.

80 29 2 318 622

MINI Liquid Mouse, white
The clear housing features a Black Jack print 
and provides a home for the red MINI to swim 
in style. The mouse cable matches the MINI.
Dimensions: 5.5 cm x 3.4 cm x 9 cm.

80 29 2 318 612 

MINI BRITCAR USB STICK
A special must-have for MINI fans. The red distressed 
Jack design only becomes visible when the stick is 
plugged in. Storage capacity: 8 GB. Dimensions: 7 cm x 3 cm.

80 29 2 318 619

MINI Liquid Mouse
White miniature MINI swimming in a 
transparent/orange liquid. USB connector.
Dimensions: 5.5 cm x 3.4 cm x 9 cm.

80 23 2 151 551

MINI USB KEY 
USB key featuring the authentic MINI 
key design with LED ring and 8 GB 
storage capacity. Lanyard included.

80 23 2 212 808

MINI MOUSE PAD 
This stylish mouse pad with the Britcar or Union 
Jack design and a small MINI wing logo will 
keep your mouse running on track at all times. 
Material: PVC/PU.

Distressed Jack design: 24 cm x 19 cm.
80 23 2 213 353

Britcar design: 24 cm x 19 cm.
80 23 2 222 014
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mini cooper s 
clubman 
1 : 18 Dark Silver | 80 43 0 421 049

1 : 43 Lightning Blue | 80 42 0 421 045

1 : 87 Lightning Blue | 80 41 0 421 027
1 : 87 Dark Silver | 80 41 0 421 031

mini cooper
clubman
1 : 43 Nightfire Red
80 42 0 421 044

1 : 87 Nightfire Red
80 41 0 421 025

mini cooper Convertible
1 : 43 Interchange Yellow   |   80 42 2 148 813

MINI DISPLAY TURNTABLE 
WITH MINI CONVERTIBLE
Detailed 1:87 collector’s model. Display box with a battery-
powered turntable. Includes removable transparent top. 
Battery not included.

1 : 87 Chili Red | 80 41 2 154 345
1 : 87 Pepper White | 80 41 2 154 346

Mini John Cooper works
An absolute collector’s item. All doors as well as the boot and 
engine compartment lids, can be opened. 1:18 scale.

80 43 2 221 453

miniatures.
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mini cooper s
1 : 43 Laser Blue1 | 80 42 0 410 395 
1 : 43 Pepper White1 | 80 42 0 410 396 

Mini cooper
1 : 43 Chili Red1 | 80 42 0 410 393 
1 : 43 Astro Black1 | 80 42 0 410 394 

1 : 87 Chili Red | 80 41 0 410 389 
1 : 87 Pure Silver | 80 41 0 410 390 
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mini selection
Ten MINI Cooper and MINI Cooper S 
each in a range of colour combinations.
1:64 scale.

80 45 0 435 126 / Box of 20

Cars to be sold separately.
Individual cars available at selected 
MINI partners only.

mini cooper S 
pull back
This MINI Cooper with pull-back drive 
(1:36 scale) comes in three different 
colours: Mellow Yellow, Chili Red, and 
Laser Blue.

80 45 0 433 007 / Box of 24

Cars to be sold separately.
Individual cars available at selected 
MINI partners only.

MINI History SET
Get the classics of British motorsport 
in 1:87 scale. The MINI Cooper S 
MK1, built from 1964 to 1967, and 
the winning car in the 1967 Monte 
Carlo rally with the famous number 
177. Delivered in a handsome metal 
box with MINI Classic print on the lid. 
1:87 scale.

80 41 2 186 351
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MINI COUNTRYMAN LIGHT AND SOUND
Thanks to its pull-back drive, the MINI Countryman is a 
real goer, crossing your desk with an authentic engine 
noise and lit headlights and taillights. Remember to keep 
your fingers off the driver’s door, or the alarm will go off. 
Opening the front passenger door will also activate the 
horn. 1:32 scale.

80 43 2 219 643

mini cooper s countryman
1 : 18 Absolute Black 
80 43 2 182 316

styles & sizes.

 INTERNATIONAL SIZE CHARTS – TEXTILES

LADIES XS S M L XL

D/NL 34 36 38 40 42

IT 40 42 44 46 48

FR/BE/ES 36 38 40 42 44

GB/AU 8 10 12 14 16

US 4 – 6 6 – 8 8 –10 10 –12 12 –14

JP 9 11 13 15 17

MEN S M L XL XXL

D/NL/IT/ES/FR/BE 48 50 52 54 56

GB/AU/US 40 42 44 46 48

JP ML L LL XL

 Styles

LADIES XS S M L XL

Chest in cm  78 – 81  82 – 85  86 – 89  90 – 93  94 – 97

Waist in cm  63 – 65  66 – 69  70 – 73  74 – 77  78 – 81

Hips in cm  88 – 91  92 – 95  96 – 98  99 – 101  102 – 104

MEN s m l xl XxL

Chest in cm  94 – 97  98 – 101  102 – 105  106 – 109  110 – 113

Waist in cm  82 – 85  86 – 89  90 – 94  95 – 99  100 – 104

Hips in cm  98 – 101  102 – 105  106 – 109  110 – 113  114 – 117

kids xs s m l xL

Height in cm  109 – 122  122 – 135  135 – 147  147 – 157  158 – 170

European size 116 128 140 152 164

Age  5 – 6  7 – 8  9 – 10  11 – 12 13+

Slim Fit = very form-fi tting 

Regular Fit = some give

Loose Fit = with built-in comfort zone

Loose FitRegular FitSlim Fit
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Subject to misprints, errors and change without notice. Products subject to availability. 
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